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ABSTRACT

We report deterministic selection of polarization variant in bismuth BiFeO$_3$ nanoislands via a two-step scanning probe microscopy procedure. The polarization orientation in a nanoisland is toggled to the desired variant, after a reset operation, by scanning a conductive atomic force probe in contact over the surface while a bias is applied. The final polarization variant is determined by the direction of the inhomogeneous in-plane trailing field associated with the moving probe tip. This work provides the framework for better control of switching in rhombohedral ferroelectrics and for a deeper understanding of exchange coupling in multiferroic nanoscale heterostructures, towards the realization of magnetoelectric devices.

MAIN TEXT

Issues associated with heat management and power consumption have ubiquitous significance in the development of microelectronic devices$^1$. The use of electric fields alone, rather than currents or magnetic fields, to control device operation is attractive in this context$^2$, as dramatic reductions in heat generation and power consumption can, in principle, be achieved. Such considerations have revived interest in multiferroic magnetoelectrics, in which magnetism can be controlled via electric field$^3,^4$. However, the scarcity of room temperature single phase multiferroics with high magnetoelectric coefficients and large electric and magnetic dipolar moments has pushed research towards an investigation of composite materials, in which the order parameters are coupled via proximity effects occurring at the interface$^5$–$^7$.

The single phase room temperature ferroelectric antiferromagnetic oxide, bismuth ferrite (BFO), has been widely studied in recent years$^8$. In conjunction with Co$_{0.90}$Fe$_{0.10}$ (CoFe) in multiferroic composite heterostructures, it has been used to demonstrate electric-field driven
magnetization rotation ⁹⁻¹². This is the result of a double magnetoelectric coupling mechanism involving: firstly, BFO internal coupling, in which anti-ferromagnetic planes rotate following electric-field induced polarization switching¹³; secondly, interfacial exchange coupling by which in-plane magnetization in CoFe is linked to the projection of the antiferromagnetic planes on the (001) interface¹¹,¹⁴. Due to the rhombohedral structure of BFO, there are eight possible equivalent pseudocubic <111>ₚₚₚ polar directions, with three possible switching phenomena classified by the angle between initial and final polarization variant (71°, 109° and 180°). By geometrical considerations, rotation of the projection of the antiferromagnetic ordering on the (001) surface occurs only for in-plane 71° and out-of-plane 109° polarization switching¹³. The former has actually been verified to induce magnetization rotation⁹ in a mesoscopic heterostructure with planar electrodes. Unexpectedly, even 180° switching has resulted in magnetization rotation (actually inversion) in a mesostructure with a perpendicular electrode configuration, explained as being a two-step switching sequence composed of in-plane 71° followed by out-of-plane 109° switching¹⁵.

Given that only determinate switching procedures in BFO may lead to magnetization rotation, there is a need to gain a deeper understanding over polarization switching in rhombohedral BFO, with the aim of achieving full deterministic control. Polarization switching in rhombohedral ferroelectrics can often be complicated because of the relatively large number of energetically equivalent polar variants available¹⁶: switching using electric fields along pseudocubic <100> directions, for example, results in four energetically equivalent switched states.

Deterministic selection has been achieved by use of specific electrode design, capitalizing on the characteristics of the specific material system: rotation of polarization variant between two possible states in mesostructured single-variant BFO¹⁷, and stripe domain configuration 180°
reversal in two-variant BFO\textsuperscript{12}. To gain a better understanding of the process at the nanoscale, switching investigations have been performed by Piezoresponse Force Microscopy (PFM). The movement of a biased probe tip over the sample surface has been used to break the symmetry of the field experienced by the material, so that the final state adopted is strongly influenced by the direction of the in-plane component of the trailing field. Trailing fields have been employed to control domain writing with a certain degree of success for a range of materials\textsuperscript{18–20}, including BFO\textsuperscript{21–23}. Control of predefined stripe domain patterns\textsuperscript{21} and of ferroelectric polarization\textsuperscript{22} has been achieved; however the influence of the surrounding matrix in continuous ferroelectric films has led to problems in retention at the nanoscale level. A higher degree of control has been obtained in two-variant films with polarization selection in sub-micron areas remaining stable for the duration of the experiment\textsuperscript{23}.

The investigation of deterministic polarization switching in BFO has not been previously performed on free-standing nanoislands, despite the fact that device miniaturization would require an understanding and verification of the phenomenon in this kind of geometry. There could even be advantages to switching in patterned media, as reduced lateral dimensions have been demonstrated to improve retention\textsuperscript{17}.

In this letter we present PFM investigations concerning polarization switching in BFO nanoislands by predominantly [001] oriented electric fields. We demonstrate that sub-micron lateral size and limited constraint from surrounding material can allow polarization to be effectively toggled among any of the four variants pointing towards the bottom electrode, a feat not achieved in previous research. Each polar orientation is selected, after a ‘reset’ operation, via the raster scanning direction of the Scanning Probe Microscopy (SPM) probe. With the aid of electric field simulations, we demonstrate that the operation is made possible by the
inhomogeneous electric fields generated at the PFM probe-tip: a transverse field is confined to a small volume at the edges of the tip-sample contact area which allows the in-plane component of the polarization to be controlled during the out-of-plane switching procedure.

Moreover, we report that a quadrupole configuration is stabilized by switching the polarization towards the top surface of the BFO nanoislands; in previous studies on continuous films, this dipole pattern had been highly unstable.

Experiments were performed on BFO islands fabricated from a parent (001) BFO thin film (30nm) grown by Pulsed Laser Deposition on SrTiO\(_3\) with a 30nm SrRuO\(_3\) buffer layer as a bottom electrode. Details on film growth are described elsewhere\(^2\)\(^4\). Fabrication of the islands from the BFO parent film was performed by a mask-assisted Focused Ion Beam (FIB) milling procedure\(^2\)\(^5\), which has been demonstrated to produce islands which retain their ferroelectric properties with minimal fabrication-induced damage\(^2\)\(^6\). The milling procedure yielded a milled square area (5x5\(\mu\)m\(^2\)) containing a number of BFO islands about 400nm in diameter and 25nm in height (Figure 1).
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**Figure 1.** Topography (a), line profile (b), and schematic diagram (c) of the patterned portion of the BFO film in which nanoislands of BFO have been produced.
Investigations to reveal domain configurations were performed by vector PFM, which allows identification of polarization variants by consecutive scans of the same area with the probe cantilever oriented along two orthogonal axes\textsuperscript{27}. The parent film has a stripe-like ferroelectric domain configuration (top areas in Figure 2a-e), with a predominance of variants with downward out-of-plane components (i.e. polarization vectors pointing towards the bottom electrode). The initially observed domain configurations in the nanoislands are clearly inherited from the parent film, since the BFO ferroelectric Curie temperature ($T_c \sim 1100\text{K}$) is not exceeded during any step of the fabrication procedure (Figure 2e). Piezo-hysteresis loops\textsuperscript{28} measured over a virgin area of parent film and the middle of an island (Figure S1) confirm preservation of ferroelectricity with minimal change in imprint resulting from the island patterning process.

**Figure 2.** Topography (a); vertical PFM phase (b); lateral PFM phase with cantilever axis along [0-10] (c) and [-100] (d) of a portion of milled area. Domain color map with different
polarization orientations inferred from vector PFM (e), with 3 dimensional and top-view planar color coding (left), and a magnified image of the domain configurations in two islands from a different region of the machined area (f). A topographic mask has been superimposed onto the PFM images and Vector PFM maps in order to identify the island positions. Inset diagrams in (c) and (d) represent cantilever orientation with colour coding for Lateral PFM image interpretation.

Switching experiments were performed using PFM, scanning the grounded probe over the surface of the island under investigation while the bottom electrode was biased (Figure 3a,b). The expected control over the switched polar orientation is understood by considering the inhomogeneous nature of electric field in the proximity of the PFM probe, combined with its movement. Application of an out-of-plane electric field across rhombohedral (001) BFO leads to reversal of the out-of-plane component of polarization, with four available variants nearly energetically equivalent\textsuperscript{16}. The field generated between the PFM probe and the bottom electrode has an inhomogeneous normal component in the volume underneath the contact area, and a radial transverse component around it. When the probe is not moving, the normal field induces out-of-plane polarization reversal, and in-plane polarization reorientation with opposite senses either side of the contact area. Removal of the field leads to an energetically unfavorable charged domain wall, which encourages relaxation of domains into a different configuration, determined by mechanical and electrostatic boundary conditions\textsuperscript{22}. Selection between the available variants can be achieved by moving the probe over the surface, hence breaking the symmetry of the transverse field. The moving probe creates a virtual ‘trailing field’, the direction of which is opposite to its movement (Figure 3). Slow raster axis scanning along [100] or [010] leads to a multidomain configuration, as two out of the original four <111> polar variants are still
energetically equivalent under the influence of the trailing field. On the other hand, slow raster axis scanning along [110] or [1-10] breaks the symmetry in favour of only one of the available four variants and hence selects it.
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**Figure 3.** Schematic of the switching experiment with probe raster scanning over a unit cell, with trailing field (fat arrow) and polarization variant selected by it (a), and top view (b) of the same.

Reversal of as grown island out-of-plane polarization from downwards to upwards requires a positive DC bias (typically +6V). Irrespective of the slow raster axis direction used during poling, the resulting island domain configuration is always multidomain (Figure 4b,c,d) with out-of-plane components upwards. Three-dimensional domain mapping reveals a quadrupole or antivortex pattern (Figure 4e,f) often results. This may be of interest for the investigation of topological patterns\textsuperscript{29–32}.

The virgin domain configuration displaying downwards polarization (Figure 2b) and the measured imprint both in films and islands (Figure S1) indicate efficient polarization screening at the bottom interface, rendered possible by free carriers in the electrode\textsuperscript{33,34}. On the other hand, at the top surface and sidewalls of the island screening is not as efficient, and depolarizing fields
are inevitable, which contribute to the multidomain state found when polarization points upwards\textsuperscript{31}.

**Figure 4.** Topography (a), Vertical PFM phase (b), Lateral PFM phase with probe along [0-10] (c) and [-100] (d), Vector PFM (e) with planar colour coding (left) and a schematic of the domain structure (f) of an island after switching by positive voltage from the bottom electrode. A topographic mask is superimposed onto the PFM images and Vector PFM maps in order to identify the island position. Inset diagrams in (c) and (d) represent the cantilever orientation with color coding for Lateral PFM image interpretation.

Following polarization reversal by positive bias (which for brevity we will refer to as the ‘reset’ operation), scanning with negative DC bias (typically -6V) induced domain configurations which were almost entirely dependent on the slow raster axis direction used. Poling with the probe scanning along [100] or [010] led to multidomain configurations (Figure
S3) similar to the stripe-like configurations resulting from switching experiments on BFO film surfaces where all polarization variants are allowed\textsuperscript{21}. However, poling with the slow raster axis along the surface projection of one of the polar axes (Figure 2a), yielded domain configurations with almost a single domain variant (Figure 5a). All four polarization variants with downwards out-of-plane components could be selected. For instance, poling with slow raster scan axis along [110] creates an island with a predominant [-1-1-1] polar orientation (Figure 5a, bottom-right image). Analysis of domain populations (Figure 5b) show deterministic selection of the desired variant on at least 70\% of the area of the island. Notably, areas not displaying the selected variant are mostly located at island sidewalls; sidewalls have been subjected to an ion dose during the fabrication procedure, and it is known that this can affect the ferroelectric properties of the material. When only the very top surface of the island is considered, then at least 90\% of the domains observed are seen to be deterministically selected, while less control occurs at the sidewalls (Figure S8).

The procedure is repeatable, reproducible and leads to domain configurations with good retention (Figure S9). Islands can be switched among any of the four down-state variants, after a ‘reset’ operation, by applying negative DC bias combined with a suitable slow scan direction. It has to be noted that application of negative bias on an island with out-of-plane component already downwards (i.e. without previous ‘reset’ biasing) doesn’t induce any domain reconfiguration. Hence, it can be inferred that the influence of the trailing field can only be realized in conjunction with reversal of the out-of-plane polarization.
Figure 5. Vector PFM images resulting after switching experiments (typically -6V) with the slow raster axis for each image indicated in the centre of the diagram (a) and stacked column charts of the domain population after each switching experiment (b). The obtained variant is unequivocally determined by the slow raster axis direction. Planar color coding ((a) top left) for
polar orientations as viewed from the BFO surface, and a diagram of the BFO unit cell with its $<111>_{\text{pseudocubic}}$ polarization variants ((a) top right).

In order to gain more insight as to the nature of the ‘trailing field’ responsible for the deterministic selection of polarization variants, we considered the electric field in the system using finite element modelling (Quickfield). The film thickness was set to 40nm, with bias applied from the bottom electrode and, considering the rhombohedral structure of BFO, we assumed an isotropic dielectric permittivity with a set value of $\varepsilon = 100^{35}$. We modeled the PFM conductive probe in contact with the surface as a 10nm top capacitor. This was consistent with a tip-surface contact diameter in the ‘strong indentation regime’ (the ideal condition for performing PFM$^{36}$). The outcome of the simulation is displayed in Figure 6, showing a field distribution with a relatively homogeneous normal component (Figure 6a) as well as distinct localized transverse components (Figure 6b). Fringing fields at the edges of the tip-sample contact are clear. Figure 6c shows that the transverse fields at the surface can be relatively intense, but decrease rapidly away from the surface (Figure 6c, open symbols). High transverse field components therefore seem to be confined into small volumes at the edges of the contact area.

Even assuming transverse fields high enough to reorient the in-plane polarization component when used as a trailing field, this would take place only in a confined volume very close to the surface. Any possible transverse field-driven reorientation taking place would not propagate through the sample’s thickness and, as a consequence, would not be stable, leading to limited domain reorganization. On the other hand, poling (after reset biasing) leads to out-of-plane reorientation. The four possible variants are nearly energetically equivalent and hence even a
small in-plane field (the direction of which is determined by the probe’s movement during the operation) effectively selects one of the four available polarization variants.

**Figure 6.** Normal (a) and transverse (b) electrical field component as determined by finite element modelling. A -6V bias potential was set at the bottom electrode and dropped across a BFO thin film ($\varepsilon=100$, 40nm thickness), with a conductive scanning probe tip grounded. The tip was modeled as a top electrode (10nm diameter). Line profiles for normal (square symbols) and transverse field (round symbols), 2nm and 10nm (closed and open symbols respectively) below the BFO film surface (c).

It should be finally noted that the lack of any domain reconfiguration without prior reset poling might seem to contradict previously reported results\(^\text{22}\), in which domain alterations could be obtained even in absence of out-of-plane polar reversal. However, in this previous research the high voltages involved were thought to induce localised phase transitions. In the present case, the applied bias is just enough to switch polarization; no field-induced phase transitions are expected.
In conclusion, switching to obtain specific polarization variants in (001) BFO nanoislands has been experimentally demonstrated. We have shown that each of the four available variants with out-of-plane components pointing downwards can be independently selected depending on the sense of the ‘trailing’ field associated with a moving PFM tip. Electric field modeling reveals the presence of high transverse fields within small volumes at the edges of the probe-surface contact area and it appears to be these fields that are responsible for polar variant selection, during the out-of-plane polarization reversal process.

This work demonstrates that a higher degree of control on functional properties can be achieved in nanostructures, due to reduced dimensionality and the lack of constraint from surrounding matrix material. Selection of polarization variants will be of use for verification of electric field driven magnetization switching in BFO-based multiferroic heterostructures with nanoscale lateral size, and therefore the research may contribute towards the realization of magnetoelectric memories.
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